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Overview

Review of diagnostic and treatment principles of venous 
thromboembolism (VTE)

Controversies over diagnosis and treatment of…
Distal lower extremity (calf) deep vein thrombosis (DVT)

Superficial vein thrombosis (SVT)



Basic Principles of VTE Diagnosis

No one diagnostic tool/test is good enough as a standalone
ie. Your brain, a clinical prediction tool, the ddimer, any imaging study … all do not have 
100% diagnostic accuracy
The more positive tests you have, the more likely the diagnosis and the more negative tests 
you have, the less likely the diagnosis – hence a diagnostic algorithm is required
In VTE, an “acceptable” post-test threshold to “rule in” a clot is ≥85% and to “rule out” a 
clot is ≤2%

Understanding the limitations of diagnostic modalities will help you choose the 
right test(s) and to make the right diagnosis

Remember… if your diagnosis is wrong, everything else that follows is also wrong

Kearon C. ASH education book 2016: Diagnosis of suspected venous thromboembolism



Clinical Suspicion for VTE
History/physical

Diagnostic Tool #1
Pretest probability (ie Wells)

VTE unlikely VTE likely

Diagnostic Tool #2
Ddimer

Diagnostic Tool #2
Imaging Study

Negative Positive

VTE ruled out

Positive Negative

VTE 
diagnosed

Diagnostic Tool #3
Imaging Study

Negative

Diagnostic Tool #3
Ddimer

Negative

VTE ruled out

Positive

Diagnostic Tool #4
Other imaging
Serial imaging

Generic VTE Diagnostic Algorithm

Concordant tools 
usually result in 
fewer steps to reach 
diagnostic certainty

Discordant tools 
usually result in 
more steps to reach 
diagnostic certainty



Basic Principles of VTE Treatment
Both acute and chronic treatment of VTE is based on a balance between the 
risk and consequences of thrombosis off treatment and the risk and 
consequences of major bleeding on anticoagulation

Acute phase (first 3 months) 
risk of clot progression/recurrence/embolization is around 50%
bleeding risk is almost always lower

Chronic phase (>3 months)
risk of clot recurrence is much lower and depends most on the presence or absence of a major 
transient provoking risk factor for the clot
bleeding risk persists as long as anticoagulation is on board
assessing and reassessing these risks over follow up is required to find the right balance to 
determine appropriate duration of therapy.

Kearon C and Akl E.  Duration of anticoagulant therapy for deep vein thrombosis and pulmonary embolism.  Blood 2014;123:1794



Kearon C and Akl E.  Duration of anticoagulant therapy for deep vein thrombosis and pulmonary embolism.  Blood 2014;123:1794



Calf DVT

Are these things 
significant?



Deep Veins of the Leg

Proximal veins

Calf/distal veins



Why do we care?
DVTs are associated with distressing symptoms and often PE (which can be 
associated with other distressing symptoms and sometimes death) 

Diagnosis of DVT carries significance
Patients require anticoagulation, sometimes indefinitely
Anticoagulation is associated with bleeding risk, sometimes fatal

About 30-50% of all lower extremity DVT are located in the calf

ASH education book 2017: Helia Robert-Ebdi.  Should we diagnose and treat distal deep vein thrombosis?



Fun facts about distal DVT
Natural history of DVT is believed to be that of a thrombus starting in the calf 
and then propagating more distally

But not all distal clots progress (~10-15% are predicted to extend; probably lower 
in a well walking outpatient)
And there appears to be a lower association with PE compared to proximal DVT

~0-5.8% PE associated with calf DVT vs ~50% PE associated with proximal DVT
Isolated distal DVT risk of recurrence is estimated to be about half of the risk 
estimated for proximal DVT and PE
lower risk of PTS with distal DVT

ASH education book 2017: Helia Robert-Ebdi.  Should we diagnose and treat distal deep vein thrombosis?

Kearon C. CHEST 2016 guidelines. Garry J et al. Br J Surg 2016;103(7):789



Imaging studies for calf DVT
Compared to proximal leg US, diagnostic accuracy is worse for distal DVT (sensitivity 
97% vs 90-95% and specificity 98% vs 50-75%)

For centers who only do proximal leg US, a strategy of serial US can be employed (done 
about 1 week later)

Overall, the rate of VTE in 3 month follow up is low
Overall, the pick up rate of DVT with a serial US is low (1-5.7%)
Studies are looking at using higher Ddimer cut offs to decrease the “need” for serial US

For centers trained to do “whole leg US”, serial US do not need to be done
Overall the rate of VTE in the 3 month follow up is low

ASH education book 2017: Helia Robert-Ebdi.  Should we diagnose and treat distal deep vein thrombosis?



What happens when you don’t treat?
Do not forget the generic VTE algorithm 

Ddimers are less sensitive for calf DVT (ie. more often negative despite calf DVT presence) but 
repeated diagnostic VTE trials have shown you can safely rule out DVT with algorithms 
including ddimer (ie. low pretest probability + negative ddimer = no DVT)

Rates of VTE in follow up were extremely low (<1%) and virtually identical 
between studies using proximal US only +/- serial scan vs whole leg US

There was a higher rate of DVT pick up in whole leg US which resulted in more people 
being anticoagulated but in follow up the rates of recurrent VTE were the same

Bernardi E et al. JAMA 2008;300(14):1653 Ageno W et al. Lancet Haematol. 2015;2(11):e474



What happens when you do treat?

One study reported a decreased rate of clot extension from 10% (untreated) to 4% 
(treated)

A systematic review reported major bleeding rates of 0-2.1% (with one of the included older 
study reported a 7% major bleeding rate)

Garry J et al. Br J Surg 2016;103(7):789

Righini M et al. Thromb Haemostat 2006;95(1):56

Questions: is it worth it to anticoagulate?  Can we select better 
who will extend?



The randomized clinical trials (5 exist)
1. Lagerstedt el al.  Lancet 1985;2(8454):515

Small (n=51), 10 day UFH then warfarin vs no AC x 3 months
while warfarin arm had less recurrences, “recurrent VTE” was clinically diagnosed or with poor 
sensitivity isotopic testing

2. Pinede et al. Circulation 2001;103(20):2453 – not calf DVT specific
Small (n=197 subgroup with calf DVT), 6 weeks vs 12 weeks of OAC
Less bleeding and less recurrent VTE in the 6 week arm

3. Schwarz et al. J Vasc Surg 2010;52(5):1246 - only calf muscular veins
Small (n=107), 10 days of therapeutic nadroparin + stockings vs stockings alone 
No statistically significant differences between arms

4. Horner et al. CHEST 2014;146(6):1468
Small (n=70), LMWH to warfarin x 3 months vs NSAIDs/symptomatic management
0% VTE rate in warfarin arm vs 11.4% VTE in non warfarin arm during 3 month follow up



The CACTUS trial (the 5th trial)

Small (n=259); prior VTE and active cancer were exclusions

Therapeutic nadroparin vs placebo x 6 weeks;  all patients given stockings

Follow up 90 days

Recurrent VTE 3.3% nadroparin vs 5.6% placebo (p=0.54)
Major bleeding 4.1% nadroparin vs 0% placebo (p=0.04)

Righini et al. JTH 2015;13:50 and Lancet Haematol 2016;3(12):e556



Current recommended approach to distal DVT
Assess the patient pretest probability for DVT (you should for everyone)

This can help you appropriately interpret diagnostic imaging studies given some of the issues with 
diagnostic accuracy of calf US

Is the patient of high VTE risk?  (cancer, hospitalized, prior VTE etc)
This can help you determine the patient’s risk of extension

Is the patient very symptomatic?  What is the patient’s bleeding risk?
These help you weigh the benefits/risks

If you have a low risk, low symptom patient, clinical follow up/serial US is reasonable
If you have a high risk, very symptomatic patient, anticoagulation is reasonable

Duration is not evidence based but falling back on first principles and DVT/PE data, if you choose to treat, 3 
month minimum duration is reasonable but due to the lower risk of extension, embolization, recurrence 
and PTS compared to proximal DVT, it is not recommended that you treat a patient for longer than this 
(unless extra circumstances exist like prior thrombosis, cancer, etc)

Kearon C. CHEST 2016 guidelines.



Superficial Vein Thrombosis

Are these things relevant?



Superficial Veins of the Leg

The 
“important” 

stuff

Note: the “femoral 
vein” is often 

called the 
“superficial 

femoral vein” but it 
is a DEEP VEIN



Why do we care?
Superficial vein thrombosis (SVT) is part of the spectrum of VTE

It is common (0.3-0.6/1000 person years in younger patients and 0.7-1.5/1000 person years in 
older patients) and associated with bothersome symptoms

Various epidemiologic and observational studies have show:
~20-25% of SVT patients had concomitant DVT or PE at diagnosis

75.1% have isolated SVT, 23.5% have concomitant DVT and 1.1% have PE only
Interestingly 17.2% of concomitant DVT is in the contralateral leg

10% of VTE patients have a history of SVT
patients with SVT have a 6-10x higher chance of developing DVT and 4-5x higher chance of 
developing PE
SVT is more likely to progress to DVT if within the trunk of the GSV, extending close to the SFJ or 
the popliteal junction or affecting the perforating veins (which connect superficial and deep veins)

ASH education book 2017: Jan Beyer-Westendorf: To treat or not to treat superficial vein thrombosis



Why is SVT controversial?
We did not think it was that important (not even that far back in history) with the 
name “superficial phlebitis” used rather than superficial vein thrombosis

SVT is not associated with as high a risk of DVT/PE and recurrence as is proximal 
DVT/PE

Most recurrences/extensions are still confined to the superficial veins

Up until recently, the only treatments we had that were not therapeutic range dosing 
came in the form of expensive injections (LMWH/fonda)

Is treatment worthwhile?  Surveys from prior to DOAC era would suggest that the majority 
of physicians would not treat SVT with AC… will DOACs change this?

ASH education book 2017: Jan Beyer-Westendorf: To treat or not to treat superficial vein thrombosis



The clinical trials – older data
Older studies (which comprises the LMWH and UFH data) were less standardized with 
respect to definitions, treatment regimen/duration/intensity, outcomes

Typical duration was 10-30 days of therapy – generally results show that LMWH was better than 
placebo and lower dose is ok (therapeutic dose not necessary)
Enoxaparin: n=427; 5+cm symptomatic (no exclusion for proximity to deep veins); randomized to 
enox 40mg vs therapeutic dose vs tenoxicam vs placebo x 8-12 days

DVT at 12 days: 3.6% placebo, 0.9% enox 40, 1.0% therapeutic enox, 2.1% tenoxicam (none stat sig)
Recurrent SVT+DVT at 12 days: 30.6% placebo, 8.3% enox 40, 6.9% therapeutic enox, 14.9% tenoxicam (all stat sig)

Nadroparin: n=164; acute (within 10 days of symptoms) SVT in the GSV up to 3cm of the SFJ; 
randomized to proph vs therapeutic nadroparin x 1 month (followed x 3 months)

SVT progression + VTE: 8.6% vs 7.2% (not stat sig)

Parnaparin: n=664; 4+cm G or LSV; randomized to (A) intermediate dose x 10 days then 20 days 
placebo vs (B) intermediate dose x 10 days then 20 days lower intermediate dose vs (C) 30 days 
prophylactic dose x 60 days follow up

VTE (DVT including asymptomatic, PE, SVT): (A) 15.6% vs (B) 1.8% vs (C) 7.3%

Arch Intern Med 2003;163(14):1657 Prandoni P et al. JTH 2005;3(6):1152 Cosmi B et al. JTH 2012;10(6):1026



The clinical trials – newer data
CALISTO (fondaparinux 2.5mg daily vs placebo x 45 days)

N = 3002; symptomatic 5+cm; some exclusions included cancer, prior recent DVT/PE, SVT within 
3cm of SFJ
1o outcome @90 d (symptomatic DVT/PE/progressive SVT): 0.9% fonda vs 5.9% placebo
DVT or PE: 0.2% fonda vs 1.3% placebo (NNT 88)
Low rates major bleeding/serious adverse events

SURPRISE (rivaroxaban 10mg daily vs fondaparinux 2.5mg daily x 45 days)
N = 472; high risk patients (5+cm above knee SVT + age >65 or male or prior VTE or cancer or 
autoimmune disease or non varicose vein SVT)
1o outcome @90 d (symptomatic DVT/PE/progressive/recurrent SVT/death): 3% riv vs 2% 
fonda
No major bleeding though more clinically relevant non major bleeding in rivaroxaban

Decousus H et al. NEJM 2010;363:1222 Beyer-Westendorf J et al. Lancet 2017;4(3):e105



CALISTO TRIAL



SURPRISE TRIAL
Around when 

treatment ended 
!!



ASH education book 2017: Jan Beyer-Westendorf

Current recommended 
approach to distal SVT

Confirm presence of SVT
Rule out concomitant DVT/PE
If within 3cm of the deep veins à DVT tx
If <5cm in length à no AC, use NSAIDs, etc
Don’t forget symptomatic treatment for 
everyone!
Assess for high VTE risk features, bleeding risk 
factors, patient preference

symptomatic SVT, 5+cm in length, >3cm from 
deep veins à consider AC (prophylactic fonda/riv
or maybe LMWH) x 45 days



Wrapping up…



Concluding remarks
Small clots are not insignificant

But they are less significant (with respect to symptoms, recurrence, 
progression, embolization, long term sequelae) than proximal DVT/PE

Thus it takes even greater care and consideration of the diagnostic challenges 
as well as the risks and benefits of anticoagulation when managing these 
patients!


